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65.  Often it is forgotten that (A)/ India is dealing with a 

complex Pakistan-sponsored proxy war (B)/ in J&K 

that began in early 1990 (C)/ with the expulsion of 

the Hindu community (D). No error (E). 

66.  The relations between the U.S. and North Korea are 

not (A)/ smooth-sailing but the U.S. is used to (B)/ 

deal with its allies and enemies (C)/ in more efficient 

manner (D).No error (E). 

67.  Having recruitment pilots, aerospace engineers (A)/, 

electronics technicians, NASA is turning (B)/ the 

attention of its human resource department (C)/ to an 

unexpected profession (D). No error (E).  

68.  Parents are worried of PUBG as it is equally violent 

like a lot of music and dance programmes that 

children are exposed. (D).No error (E). 

69.  Parents are worried of PUBG as it is equally violent 

like a lot of music and dance programmes that 

children are exposed. (D).No error (E). 

70.  Though Mumbai is one of the (A)/ most populous 

cities in the country (B)/, the cost of living in 

Mumbai is more (C)/ than any other city in India (D). 

No error (E). 

 

71.  It depends on New Delhi (A)/ if it wishes to accept 

China’s objection (B)/ to everything as an order or 

(C)/ avoids paying any attention to it (D).No error 

(E). 

72.  New Delhi must consider (A)/ if it wishes to accept 

China’s objection (B)/ to everything as an order or 

(C)/ avoids paying any attention to it (D).No error 

(E). 

73.  Managers of multi-national companies (A)/ 

frequently encounter situations (B)/ how they need 

to help (C)/ others solving problems (D).No error 

(E). 

74.  Any Supreme Court verdict should not (A)/ question 

the stature of the RBI (B)/ lest the costs will have to 

be (C)/ borne by the economy (D).No error (E). 

75.  All the board members readily accepted the (A)/ 

report of the Commission though it (B)/ was both 

hilarious as well as skilful (C)/ at the same time (D)/. 

No error (E). 
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